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Our Time Together
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Health & Human Services Landscape

Technology Platform Framework
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Beyond the EHR

CareFabric®



Learning Objectives
Technological needs and requirements for 21st century 
care delivery

Business implications of technology platforms that do 
not meet the needs of the end user

Highest priorities for end user functionality, as defined by 
providers themselves

Examples of advanced technology such as artificial 
intelligence (AI) and natural language processing (NPL) 
and their impact on clinical efficiency, clinical productivity 
and bottom-line revenue



What is Driving the ‘Lasting Impact’?

Customer preference for integrated care – medical, behavioral, social

Digital health adoption in Medicaid and Medicare populations – hybrid models

Increasing dominance of health plans in health care delivery system

New Competition from out of industry companies such as retail and
online companies

Acceptance of and preference for home based and virtual service delivery

Outsized investment in new companies serving the “complex consumer” market

The workforce shortage crisis

New competition from backward integration from Health Plans

The Pandemic on the Health and Human Service Landscape



Technology Alignment is Critical to Operational Success

Business
strategy and goals

Technology
strategy and goals



Value-Based/Risk-Based Reimbursement Platform

The OPEN MINDS 2022 Tech Platform Framework
For Community-Based Specialty Provider Organizations

Electronic Health 
Recordkeeping System
 Interoperable, mobile
 User optimized
 Primary care/specialty care/social 

support integration
 Consumer assessment data, 

measurement-based care,
decision support 

Hybrid Service
Delivery Platform
 Virtual – telehealth, secure text
 Home-based – electronic visit verification, 

route optimization, remote monitoring,
smart home

 Integrated – centralized online scheduling
for consumers, online scheduling of team 

Consumer Experience/Engagement 
Platform
 Optimized end-to-end virtual consumer 

experience – website, social media, information, 
data portal, scheduling, fee schedules, billing, 
communication

 App/smartphone connectivity to consumers 
 Consumer decision making support tools 

Integrated Human Resources Information System & Financial/General Ledger System

Competitive Advantage
Integrated Data & Analytics For Decision Making Service Performance Optimization

 Value measurement, financial risk management functionality
 Population health management

 Automated end-to-end revenue cycle management  
 Talent credentialing, schedule management



Decision Guide Regarding Technology Platforms

What problem are you trying
to solve?

• Access?
• Regulatory?
• Efficiency?
• Work force retention?
• Revenue Growth?
• Competition?

What does your staff complain 
about the most in terms
of inefficiency and/or 
administrative burden? 

Weighing “bolt on”, build vs buy, 
and comprehensive integrated 
platform investment

• Capital Requirements
• Funding Opportunities
• Internal Expertise
• Speed to Market/Urgency
• Partner vs. Vendor Relationship



Today’s Reality



Interest in Mental Health has Never Been Higher
Number of news articles mentioning mental health, July 2016 – June 2021



Funding Reached a Record High of $1.3B
Quarterly global mental health tech funding and deal count, Q3’18 – Q2’21
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Behavioral Health Workforce Supply and Demand



Mental Health Care Professional Shortage Areas
Number of additional practitioners needed to remove HPSA designation

Source: Bureau of Health Workforce, Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), U.S. Department of Health & Human Services



Digital Transformation Initiatives Continue
to Accelerate Post-Pandemic



Improving the Patient Experience is becoming
a Higher Priority for Healthcare Executives



No Wonder There is a Problem 
Documentation overload leads to provider dissatisfaction 

It affects everyone: CEOs, clinical directors, 
supervisors, service providers, and the QA team

Too many notes to review and complete

Notes rejected due to minor spelling
or grammar errors

Too much time documenting –
and then correcting mistakes

Inconsistencies and inefficient training

An inability to tag errors or track activity

In many provider organizations –
mental health, addictions, I/DD, 
children’s services 

Providers spend 40% of their time/2 
days a week on clinical documentation

Average time from session to note 
signing is over 3 day

Between 15% and 45% of clinical 
documentation has missing or 
erroneous information 



Netsmart Realization
Need for a Platform Strategy



The CareFabric®

Platform Needed a 
Solution to Drive 

Clinician Satisfaction
& Efficiency



Making an Already-Great 
Design Even Better
Technology as a tool for service 
expansion, staff retention and recruitment

Extreme
Usability



How do we continue to advance 
platform capabilities with enhanced 
solutions that improve human services 
and maximize clinician efficiency?



Less Paperwork,
More Client Care.

Spend 50% less time on documentation.



The Challenge
Documentation is Broken

Affects: CEOs, clinical directors, supervisors, service providers, and the QA team

Too many notes to review and complete

Too much time documenting – and then correcting mistakes

Inconsistencies and inefficient training



Bells Origin



Innovation Through
Deep Research

Aha Moments:
Notes in Batches
Highly Configurable
Very Manual Process



We created the first and only human 
services AI documentation tool that’s 

smart, intuitive and seamless.
Not to mention an amazing ally.



She’s designed to make the process faster, 
easier, and higher quality.
Bells provides a suite of tools that delivers 
immediate and ongoing ways to: 

Reduce errors

Eliminate redundancy

Improve quality

Decrease rejected claims

She guides. She checks. 
She recommends.

In fact, Bells can help you spend 
50% less time on notes. Wow.



Contextual recommendations for 
compliance and reimbursement

Proof grammar + spelling

Check clinical vocabulary

Leverage user dictionary

Fact-check treatment notes

Data AccuracyAssisted Data Capture

Get clinical support

Set up contextual keywords

Include must-have blocks of text

Optimize billing codes

Configurable, Smart Features

Go from mobile to desktop 
seamlessly

Choose a template

Written notes

Capture notes via photo

Use voice to text

Utilize expansions

Contextual
Recommendation Engine



Recommendations



Recommendations



Recommendations



Recommendations





Empower Your Users



Key Metric Improvement

Average time from session to sign

Faster reimbursement submission

Average note writing speed

Average notes per Direct Service Provider

Average claims per Direct Service Provider

6 More Notes a Month

+56%

+67%

+11%

1.5 Days

Results



Client Feedback
About how much time did Bells 
save each user per week?  

Q:

5 hours

How would you rate Bells’ 
ease of use?

Q:

4.5/5

What is Bells’ NPS score?Q:



What Does this Mean for You?

Clinical Impact Financial Impact

Increased Access to Care
Help more people with increased staff capacity

Improved Ramp Time
Faster ramp time for service providers doing 
clinical documentation

Better Morale + Less Turnover
Easier note-taking helps employee satisfaction

Less QA Headache
Catching errors on the front-end leads
to less back-and-forth with QA and
service providers

More Revenue
See 6 more clients per week per DSP

Payroll Savings
Save 21 hours per month per service provider 

Faster Cash Flow
Cut 1-2 days off payer reimbursement cycle

Reduced Risk of Recoupment
Better notes reduce the risk of recoupment



Customer Quotes

“Bells is user friendly and assists with 
submitting notes in a timely manner!” 
– Wilbert W., (Mental Health Professional)

“It makes my job so much easier.” 
– Amanda B., (Parent Support Specialist)

“When I’m done with work, I leave. I don’t stay 
there until 6:30 finishing my notes. Thanks to 
Bells, I walk out of the door at 5:00.”
– Baily B., Clinician & Supervisor

“We’re seeing a quicker ramp-up to billing… 
at this rate, we could have every employee 
billing at full capacity in three weeks.”
– Mary J., CEO

“This saves me an hour each day.” 
– Reanne C., Case Manager



Workforce 
Management

The management of 
clinical staff with the 

electronic system of care

Population Health 
Management

Oversight and care 
coordination of a large 

population of individuals 
across multiple 

providers of care

Care 
Administration

Management of non-clinical 
functions involved in 

operating an organization’s 
business to deliver services

CareGuidance™
Solutions

Extensions to the EHR that 
support the complexities of 

value-based care

Plexus™ Services
Provides operational and 

strategic services to assist our 
clients in better managing their 

overall businesses

CareRecord™
Electronic Health Record 

which represents the entire 
clinical and billing process 
designed specifically for 

each community

Data Solutions
Provides data insight to 

make real-time and informed 
decisions

The HS 
Platform to



Reach out
to schedule
a Bells demo
& discuss more.
https://www.ntst.com/CareFabric/C
areGuidance-Solutions/AI-
Documentation-Assistant

https://www.ntst.com/CareFabric/CareGuidance-Solutions/AI-Documentation-Assistant


Questions?
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